. Quantification of the non-autonomous overgrowth phenotype. (A-H) Quantification of the non-autonomous overgrowth phenotype of adult eyes with indicated clones: Src64B (corresponding to Fig 1D) and Src64B in yki/+ background flies (corresponding to Fig 2D) (A), Src64B and Src64B+yki-RNAi flies (corresponding to Fig 2F) (A'''')-(C'''') and (A''''')-(C''''') are high-magnification images of the boxed area in (A'')-(C''). Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue) (A'''-C'''). (A-A''''') Act>y+>Gal4, FRT82B/FRT82B, (B-B''''') UAS-Bsk DN /Y or +; Act>y+>Gal4, FRT82B, (C-C''''') UAS-Bsk DN /Y or +; Act>y+>Gal4, FRT82B, Figure S5
(A-A''''') w; +/eyFLP5, Act>y+>Gal4, UAS-GFP; FRT82B , Tub-Gal80
FRT82B, Tub-Gal80
Figure S6 
